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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

James Arthur Baldwin, born in Harlem in 1924» refers to 

the blackness of his skin as his greatest blessing and hie 

greatest curse.3* Although he has been painfully hampered 

because of being a Negro in this predominantly white society, 

he has refused to be discouraged by this condition. He has 

forced himself to surmount the barrier of his color and to 

achieve an understanding of himself and of his relationship 

to society. Baldwin says that he has had to give up any 

illusions about himself or about the world. His compulsion 

for lucid understanding and expression has also enabled him 

to become an effective writer.2 

Because James Baldwin spent his childhood in the Harlem 

ghetto, he did not have much direct experience with the white 

world until he reached his late teens. At an early age, how-

ever, he knew the misery of being poor, and he knew the frus-

tration of competing with eight siblings for the attention 

of his mother. His most painful memories are those of his 

1James Baldwin, "Autobiographical Notes," Notes of a 
Native Son (Boston, 1955)* P» 5. 

2Baldwin, "Introduction," Nobody Knows My Name {New York, 
1961), p. 12. 



relationship with his father, a Sunday preacher consumed with 

hatred of the white world. David Baldwin fervently practiced 

the Pentecostal religion in the hope that he would obtain 

future reward and that the whites, sinners 'who had caused him 

much humiliation, would be punished.3 He insisted that his 

whole family center their lives upon the church and demanded 

that they avoid contact with unrighteous people of their own 

race, such as the junkies, prostitutes, and racketeers of the 

Harlem streets. He also became very angry if his children 

associated with any person whose skin was white. If David 

Baldwin loved his children, seemingly he never succeeded in 

demonstrating this fact to them. He constantly reminded James 

that he was ugly and beyond salvation* The image which the 

child had of himself, as a result of his father's cruelty, was 

that of a "worthless human being#Because James could never 

satisfy his father nor achieve the perfection which his father's 

religion demanded, the boy was convinced of his own wickedness. 

The strong feelings of guilt, which originated in Baldwin's 

childhood, have apparently remained with him throughout his 

life, and his struggle to respect himself has been both dif-

ficult and constant. 

At the time of David Baldwin's death, James was nineteen. 

The boy had been a minister for three years during his attendance 

2'Fera Maya Eckman, The Furious Passage of James Baldwin 
(New York, 1966), p. 35. 

4Ibid. 



at high school but had withdrawn from that profession because 

he felt hypocritical* He thought that taking hia parishioners1 

money, while counseling them to endure a miserable life on 

earth for the sake of heavenly glory, was a crime as great as 

those perpetrated by the racketeers on Lenox Avenue. 5 After 

resigning from the ministry, James left Harlem for a year to 

work in New Jersey, where he first experienced "Jim Crow*" 

In "Notes of a Native Son," he described the rage he felt upon 

being refused service in a restaurant. He began to understand 

his father'® hatred of the white world. When, upon returning 

to Harlem, he saw his father dead, destroyed by paranoia, 

Baldwin realized that hatred could also destroy him if he 

allowed it to embitter him beyond his control.^ 

Baldwin had shown a talent for writing even when he was 

very young. By the time he was twenty-four, he had written 

essays, book reviews, a short story, and an unpublished novel. 

Exhausted by the demands of his literary efforts, frustrated 

by the attitude of the white world, and afraid of the hatred 

within himself, James Baldwin felt that he could no longer 

live a useful and productive life in America.7 He fled to 

France, where he thought the racial situation to be less 

^Baldwin, "Down at the Cross, tetter from a Region in My 
Mind," The Fire Next Time (New York, 1963), p. 53, 

^Baldwin, "Notes of a Native Son," Notes of a Native 
Son. P* 113. ~ 

^Eckman, p. 113. 



oppressive. Once in Europe, Baldwin realized that he could 

become a writer only by coping first with the question of 

his color a® it related to his total self-understanding.^ 

Many of hi® early essays are spiritual autobiography, a ^ 
j 

record of his attempt to perceive the significance of his !i 

past, to understand the facets of his personality, and to I 

determine his mission as a writer. 

In Europe, Baldwin reassessed his past, recalling parts 

of his life from which he had long tried to escape, Through 

listening to.-records of the blues singer, Bessie Smith, h© 

was able to remember events and feelings from his early life. 

He came to a partial understanding of how and why he had been 

degraded in America., of what it meant to be a "nigger,"9 The 

most difficult admission for Baldwin to make to himself was 

that of his hatred and fear of white people. He resolved not 

to be ruled by subdued and unexpressed hostile feelings, but 

to live with them openly and consciously* James Baldwin 

realifed that he could no longer escape his American Negro 
I 

heritage? instead, he must view his past clearly, utilising J 

his eaeperience in his writing, 

Achievement of cultural identity was at first of great 

concern to Baldwin. His heritage as a black person lay, 

^Baldwin, "Autobiographical Notes," p. 5. 

^Baldwin, "The Discovery of What it Means to Be An Amer-
ican, n Nobody Knows My Name (New York, 1961), p. 1$. 

3-QBaldwin, "Autobiographical Notes," p. 6. 



unknown to him, In the continent of Africa, and his people 

had been forcibly detached from their past when they were 

brought to America as slaves. Realizing that his ancestors 

were not the men of the Vest who had created and controlled 

civiligation, he decided that he would have to appropriate 

from Western civilization that which was meaningful to him.H 

He also became aware that the growth of Africa as a world 

power would affect him and his race positively by demonstrating 

the importance of black people in the worid.^ Although he 

desired to learn more about his African heritage, Baldwin felt 

that this was only one part of his cultural background. 

While Baldwin was in Europe, he also came to understand 

anew his relationship to American culture, Baldwin had thought, 

upon fleeing to Europe, that his sense of alienation was caused 

by his blackness, but he soon found that both black and white 

Americans visiting in Europe shared this feeling. He came to 

realise that all Americans have been cut off from their origins, 

whether willfully or forcibly, and that all Americans have 

faced the necessity of creating meaningful live© in a new en-

vironment . The problem of the American people is that "we 

don*t know who we are."^3 in order to solve this problem, 

^Baldwin, "Stranger in the Village," Notes of a Native 
Son (Boston, 1955), p. 173. 

-^Baldwin, "Princes and Powers," Nobody ICnows My Name 
(New York, 1961), p. 27* 

^Baldwin, "The Discovery of What it Means to Be an 
American,n p. IS. 



Baldwin says, the American people need each other, To shape 

the future, they need to us# the experience which the dif-

ferent races have shared on this continent for the last three 

hundred years* 

Baldwin believes that he can help to change the course 

of history through his writing. The particular point of view 

which Baldwin's cultural marginality has afforded him may 

have aided him in discerning some undesirable aspects of Amer-

ican life. He suggests that the task of a writer should be 

to tell the truth about life as he sees it, revealing the com-

plexity of the human being and his w o r l d . H e feels a re-

sponsibility to r,help excavate the buried consciousness of 

this country,and he believes that in order to do this, 

he must portray reality as faithfully as possible, The 

writer, he say®, should force men to see themselves as they 

are, 

James Baldwin has achieved importance as an American 

writer because of his perceptiveness in creating social sit-

uations and because of his insight into the problems of real 

people. In his novels, essays, plays, and short fiction, 

Baldwin treats questions which transcend racial differences: 

^Baldwin, "Everybody's Protest Novel," Motes of a 
Native Son (Boston, 1955)> p. 15. 

•^Baldwin, "The Black Boy Looks at the White Boy," 
Mobodv Knows My Name (New York, 1961), p. 190, 



alienation, the meaning of the common experience of black and 

white Americans, the relationship of the individual to society, 

the need for love, the difficulty of achieving sexual ful-

fillment, the hypocrisy of the Christian religion, and the 

©eareh for identity* 

Baldwin is also important because he is a creative black 

man writing in the last half of the twentieth century, a time 
v 

in which black people are urgently demanding their right to 

live in human dignity. Although other legro writers have con-

tributed to American literature, Baldwin has been the foremost 

literary spokesman of the black revolution# At a time in 

history when it is vital for white people to be fully aware 

of their black countrymen, Baldwin has tried to let his white 

audience know what it feels like to be a Negro in America* 

At a time in history when it is a necessity for black men to 

have a sense of their own worth, Baldwin has tried to explode 

th® myth of Hegro inferiority. 

James Baldwin laments that one of his main difficulties 

as a Hegro writer has been counteracting the affect of the 

large amount of material written about "the Negro problem* 

Usually, says Baldwin, this material has only reinforced tra-

ditional attitudes» presumably those of integrationists and 

segregationists, Furthermore* it has oversimplified the 

-^Baldwin, "Autobiographical Notes," p. 6* 

1/ 
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problem and has avoided recognition of the humanity of the 

black man* Taking a more complex approach) Baldwin attempts 

to destroy racial stereotypes and to examine present-day 

attitudes* He communicates the diverse and complicated 

experience of individuals whose lives are valuable and mean-

ingful . Baldwin feels that being a Negro in a world ruled 

by whites must be discussed in the context of "the history, 

traditions, customs, the moral assumptions and preoccupations 

of the country5 in short, the general social fabric."*^ 

One of Baldwin's chief goals has been to understand the 

racial attitudes of whit© people and black people in America• 

Attitudes are difficult to identify, The holder himself often 

has trouble tracing, in an objective fashion, attitudes to 

their ultimate source®, and another person, an outsider, per-

form® this tmk. with equal difficulty. Attitudes are partic-

ularly difficult to isolate and define because they are often 

found at subconscious levels, soaked up unwittingly from 

communal associations and therefore insidious. Eacial atti-

tudes are displayed in many devious ways, ways concealed from 

the holder himself. Men manifest themselves both directly 

and indirectly# Occasionally they will analyae their own 

stance and state it as clearly as possible. More often they 

will simply speak and act (or refrain from acting) in such a 

way as to make manifest their thought and feeling. 

•̂ Ibid.» p. 



The word attitude itself can be vague and misleading be-

cause: it is commonly used in a variety of ways. It can refer 

to an emotion, belief, opinion, action, feeling, or disposi-

tion, Often the rational and the emotional or irrational 

bast® of an attitude are too closely connected to be sepa-

rated. Baldwin seems to interpret the word attitude to mean 

a fairly consistent manner of response to particular stimuli, 

reflecting a belief or an emotionj and the word will be used 

in this sense. 

In spite of the difficulty in defining, recognizing, and 

understanding attitudes, this task is of utmost importance to 

men as social beings. It has become an axiom of modern psy-

chology that men cannot relate meaningfully to each other 

unless they know how they feel about each other, unless they 

can communicate their thoughts and feelings in an accurate 

and truthful way. The comprehension of attitudes is of par-

ticular importance to those who, like Baldwin, aspire to take 

part in precipitating changes in society which will benefit 

all of it® members. Such changes are unlikely to occur unless 

people understand themselves, and the recognition of attitudes 

is an important step in this process. 

James Baldwin is extremely perceptive in presenting racial 

attitudes of black people and white people. He feels that it 

is part of his task as a writer "to examine attitudes, to go 

beneath the surface, to tap the source. Unwilling simply 

ialbid. 
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to protest against injustice, Baldwin thinks it necessary to 

determine why people feel and act as they do, Baldwin has 

been faced with the dilemma of whether to address himself 

primarily to hi® own people, the blacks, or to speak more 

forcibly to the whites. He does, seemingly, intend to make 

the black person aware of his own crippling attitudes, such 

as inferiority and rage. While he examines these attitudes 

with sympathy, he - wakes it clear that the black person need 

not be defeated by self-deprecation and bitterness. It is, 

nevertheless, possible to detect on the part of Baldwin an 

even more ardent desire to make the white man conscious of 

hi® attitudes toward Negroes and to analyze the reasons for 

these attitudes—-to dredge up from the subconscious all those 

matters that should be unacceptable in a Christian and demo-

cratic society. Therefore, this study will concern itself 

primarily with Baldwin's treatment of the attitudes he 

thinks most white people hold. Chapter Two deals with the 

white person"s attitude of superiority, discussing hatred, 

paternalism, and evasion as different forms of the same 

attitude, and Chapter Three deals with the white person1s 

attitude of innocence. Baldwin evidently feels that these 

attitudes are just as harmful to the white person as to the 

black person. 

In considering the racial attitudes of white people, 

Baldwin shares his subject matter with the sociologist, the 
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historian, the political scientist, th© psychologist, and the 

theologian. Baldwin, however, approaches this subject as a 

creative writer and personal essayist, In his essays, Baldwin 

records hi® personal observations of racism and gives his 

interpretation of its origins, causes, and effects. In his 

plays, short stories, and novel®, Baldwin incorporates his 

ideas about racial attitudes into setting, characterization, 

and plot. In this study Baldwin*a characterization will be 

of primary import. 



CHAPTER II 

THE WHITE PERSON'S ATTITUDE OF RACIAL SUPERIORITY 

TOWARD THE BUCK PERSON 

In considering the attitude of racial superiority adopted 

by white Americans, James Baldwin seems convinced that it 

exists widespread throughout the social structure of the na-

tion. He points out that most white people exhibit their 

typical stance as they control the lives of black people 

through politics, economics, and culture. He theorizes that 

the attitude originated in Europe and developed in America, 

and he suggests the causes to be Insecurity, guilt and fear 

about sex, fear of losing status, and lack of identity. 

Baldwin further analyzes specific geographic areas of the 

country, citing the practice of official segregation as evi-

dence of the attitude of superiority in the South. He sees 

the Southerner's hatred and paternalism as different ways of 

expressing superiority, and he examines the various environ-

mental and psychological factors which cause a person to 

exhibit his attitude in a particular way. In treating supe-

riority in the North, Baldwin points to the nature of public 

education and to the existence of the ghetto as evidence that 

12 
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whit® Northerners do feel superior to Negroes, and, he dis-

cusses the effect of this attitude upon the ghetto dweller* 

He says that the white Northerner exhibits his feeling of 

superiority by ignoring the black person. Whether the 

Northerners Ignore the black person or whether the South-

erners hate or patronize him, they both demonstrate an 

obvious feeling of superiority. 

The general political, economic, and cultural domination 

of the black began, according to Baldwin, with slavery and 

has continued unabated since the abolition of slavery. In-

stitutional and social attitudes were set up and have con-

tinued to be inculcated without any real effort at change. 

In an emotional letter written for publication and probably 

intended to shock white readers into awareness of their own 

attitudes, Baldwin forcibly calls attention to this social 

phenomenon. 

You were bom where you were bora and faced the 
future that you faced because you were black and 
for no other reason. The limits of your ambition 
were, thus, expected to be set forever. lou were 
born into a society which spelled out with brutal 
clarity . , . that you were a worthless human 
being . . . you have been told where you could go 
and what you could do (and how you could do it) 
and where you could live and whom you could marry. 
I know your countrymen do not agree with me about 
this, and I hear them saying, nfou exaggerate." 
They do not know Harlem, and I do.1 

1Baldwin, "My Dungeon Shook," pp. 21, 22. 
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In the short story, "Going to Meet the Man," Baldwin 

tolls of Jess®, a small-town deputy sheriff who has been 

trying to prevent Negroes from registering to vote. With a 

cattle prod Jesse administers a brutal beating to on# of the 

young black demonstrators who refuses to stop his people from 

singing.2 Although most white Americans would abhor the 

sheriff's use of cattle prods on a human being, they might 

not realize that this violence is only one means by which 

whites maintain political control. Persons more civilized 

than Jesse exercise their control in more subtle ways* For 

instance, in the area of politics, Baldwin mentions the prom-

ises which white candidates for public office make to black 

people in order to secure their vote.3 Once elected, the 

officials usually fall to fulfill their pledges, and the 

condition of the black people goes unchanged. 

Baldwin also refers to the economic victimization of 

Negroes. A resident of Harlem pays higher prices for food 

and rent than a white city dweller pays, and the quality of 

goods and services in the ghetto is lower than in other 

parts of the city. Baldwin challenges the reader to "go 

shopping one day in Harlem—for anything—and compare Harlem 

^Baldwin, "Going to Meet the Man," Going to Meet the 
Man (New Tork, 1965), p. 233. 

2Baldwin. "Journey to Atlanta," Notes of §. Native Son 
(Boston, 1955), p. 73. 
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prices and quality with those downtown."^ One of the reasons 

that the ghetto stays poor 1# that the average Harlem resident 

make® no profits from the community businesses. The propri-

etor# of most stores, with th® exception of funeral parlors 

and shoe repair shops, are white and, like the slum landlords, 

live in another part of the city.5 

Although Baldwin does not minimize th© importance of 

economics and politics, he deals primarily with the ways in 

which white people maintain cultural control of society. 

Through culture, th® self images of people are shaped* The 

attitude of white superiority is reflected and perpetuated 

in the literature of the English-speaking peoples, which often 

equates blackness with sin and damnation, and whiteness with 

virtue and salvation? in the Christian religion, which has 

historically presumed the existence of a white Godj and in 

the history of Western civilisation, which is usually studied 

as world history.** 

An attitude of racial superiority is also reinforced and 

transmitted culturally through myths, fictitious stories 

which white men have created about black men instead of 

recognising them as persons. According to such conceptions, 

•̂Baldwin, "Fifth Avenue, Uptown," Nobody Knows My Name 
{New York, 1961), p. 59. 

5Ibid. 

^Baldwin, "Stranger in the Village," pp. 163, 166, 172. 
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the Negro may be the "®oul of rhythm,"? the kind and for-

giving Uncle Tom, or the sexually dangerous Tom. Baldwin 

elaims that the characterizations In these legends reveal 

more about the creators of the myths than the people in 

them. For instance, the version of the Negro as naturally 

ignorant, lazy, and happy-go-lucky is actually a rationali-

sation for the institutions designed to develop and per-

petuate these characteristics.^ Baldwin seems to feel that 

the white man project® his deep-seated and ill-defined fears 

into myths about the black man. 

As Sheriff Jesse, of "Going to Meet the Man," lies in 

bed, dreading to go to work and face the demonstrators the 

next day, he thinks of "the niggers?: 

They were animals, they were no better than 
animals, what could be done with people like that? 
Here they had been in a civiliaed country for years 
and they still lived like animal®. Their houses 
were dark, with oil cloth on cardboard in the 
window®, the smell wa® enough to make you puke 
your guts out, and there they sat, a whole tribe, 
pumping out kids, it looked like, every damn five 

and he reckoned they didn't neither, and coming 
to the door, into the sunlight, just standing 
there, just looking foolish, not thinking of any-
thing but just getting back to what they were 
doing, saying yes auh, Mr. Jesse. I surely will, 

7Baldwin, "Encounter on the Seine: Black Meets Brown," 
Motes of a Hative Son (Boston, 1955), p. 119. 

^Baldwin, "In Search of a Majority," Nobody Knows My 
Name {New York, 1961), p. 112, 
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Mr. Jesse. Find weather, Mr. Jesse. Why, I 
thank you, Mr. Jesse." 

Jesse obviously subscribes to the myths which characterize 

Negroes as animalistic, dirty, carefree, musical, and sex-

ually potent. 

An interesting facet of Baldwin*» effort to analyze 

racial discrimination is his addressing himself thoughtfully 

to the origin and development of this phenomenon. In dis-

cussing how it all started, Baldwin is not writing as an 

historian, but as a mere personal assessor of the past. He 

says in "Stranger in the Tillage" that the attitude of whit© 

superiority did not originate in America, but is based on 

the European idea that "white men are the creators of civi-

lisation and . , » therefore, civilisation1s guardians and 

defenders,"^0 Baldwin was the first black man to be seen 

by the eltltens of a small Swiss village* He compares his 

arrival there to the imaginary arrival of the first white 

Europeans in an African village several hundred years ago, 

and asks the white reader to put himself into a black skin 

and view the conqueror's attitude from the perspective of the 

conquered. 

I thought of white men arriving for the first 
time in an African village, strangers there, as I 
am.a stranger here, and tried to imagine the 
astounded populace touching their hair and mar-
veling, at the color of their skin. But there is 

^Baldwin, "Going to Meet the Man," p. 231. 

•^Baldwin, "Stranger in the Village," p. 172. 
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a great difference in being the first white man 
to be seen by Africans and being the first black 
man to be seen by whites. The white man takes 
the astonishment as tribute, for he arrives to 
conquer and to convert the natives, whose in-
feriority in relation to himself is not even to 
be questioned; whereas I, without a thought of 
conquest, find myself among a people whose cul-
ture controls me, has even, in a sens©, created 
me, people who have cost me more in anguish and 
rage than they will ever know, who yet do not 
know of my existence.^* 

In this dramatisation, Baldwin tends to romanticize the 

African villagers, over-stressing their innocence and sim-

plicity, The example is valuable, nevertheless* because it 

enables the white person to see that, from a black person"® 

point of view, the idea of white supremacy is unjustifiable. 

The idea of white supremacy was first called into ques-

tion on the American continent. Europeans had been able to 

avoid recognising the humanity of their African subjects 

because the two race® did not live together on the same 

continent. American®, however, from their earliest begin-

nings, have been daily confronted with black people and 

have had to adopt attitudes toward them. This long con-

frontation has caused a moral and ideological confusion 

which has not yet been cleared up. If the American settlers 

had recognised the slaves as equals, they would have negated 

the idea of white supremacy brought from Europe, If, on the 

uIbld., pp. 163-164. 
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other hand, they had denied the evidence of the humanity of 

the blacks as thair European forebears had done, they would 

not have lived up to certain ethical and social ideas which 

also originated in Europe,^ Presumably Baldwin refers to 

such matters as freedom, justice, and the dignity of man, 

Baldwin might also have reference to the Christian ideals 

of justice and of love, 

Baldwin attempts to analyse and explain the white Amer-

ican *s continued attitude of superiority. In the essay, "In 

Search of a Majority," he advances the theory that the need 

to feel superior reveals a basic insecurity on the part of 

the whites. 

We would never, never allow Negroes to starve, 
to grow bitter, and to die in ghettos all over the 
country if we were not driven by some nameless fear 
that has nothing to do with Negroes* We would 
never victimize, as we do, children, whose only 
crime is color and keep them, as we put it, in 
their place. We wouldn't drive Negroes mad as we 
do by accepting them in ball parka, and on concert 
stages, but not in our homes and not in our neigh-
borhoods, and not in our churches. It is only too 
clear that even with the most malevolent will in 
the world Negroes can never manage to achieve one 
tenth of the harm which we fear. No, it has every-
thing to do with ourselves. . . .13 

Part of the white man's insecurity is guilt and fear 
f 

'about sex. He feels guilty subconsciously because he knows 

that his race has emasculated the black man by stealing his 

12Ibid., pp. 170-172. 

^Baldwin, "In Search of a Majority," p. 112. 
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women, his freedom, and his power At the same time, he 

is afraid that the black man, who must hate him, desires 

the whit® woman. He can admit neither his guilt nor his 

fear» and so he creates myths which reflect and perpetuate 

his insecurity. For instance, the myth that the Negro is 

"a walking phallic symbol"15 reveals the fear that the Negro 

is sexually superior to the white man, Baldwin recalls "that 

peculiar, intent, paranoiac malevolence which one sometimes 

surprises in the eyes of American white men when, out walking 

with their Sunday girl, they see a Negro male approach,"16 

Lying in bed by his wife, Sheriff Jesse, of "Going to 

Meet the Man," displays his sexual insecurity as he speculates 

about the sexuality of Negroes, Even as he curses the race, 

he remembers his experiences with black women, Although he 

thinks he is entitled to these relations, he is consumed by 

the fear that the black men, whom he imagines to be sexually 

superior, have similar desires for white women. He remembers 

a lynching he attended as a child. After seeing a Negro man 

castrated, he could no longer love his best friend, who was 

black. His feelings toward black people, ever since, have been 

a mixture of love, hate, fear, and guilt.^ 

- „"Nobody Knows My Name: A Letter from the 
South," Nobody Knows My Name (New York, 1961), p. 94, 

-^Baldwin, "the Black Boy Looks at the White Boy," p. 172, 

Baldwin, "Stranger in the Village,11 p. 163, 

1 ̂ Baldwin, "Going to Meet the Man." 9LA. 
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Baldwin alio suggests that the whit® person in America 

need® to feel superior because he lacks identity: he does 

not know who he is.*^ He is afraid to ejeamim his own atti-

tudes and values, he refuses to assess his past, he cannot 

communicate with other people, and he does not consider his 

significance to the rest of the world. Baldwin shares this 

theory of the loss of identity with such contemporary theo-

logians as Paul Tillich, who refers frequently to the same 

problem. 

The decisive element in the predicament of 
Western man in our period is his loss of the 
dimension of depth. . . . What is the meaning 
of lift? Where do w® corns from, where do we go 
to? What shall we do, what should we become in 
the short stretch between birth and death? Such 
questions are not answered or even asked if the 
"dimension of depth" is lost. And this is pre-
cisely what has happened to man in our period 
of history. He has lost the courage to ask 
such questions with an infinite seriousness— 
as former generations did—and he has lost the 
courage to receive answers to these questions, 
wherever they may come from.*9 

Many Americans, Baldwin believes, substitute status for 

identity. They strive to acquire money and material goods, 

the symbols of status. Whites judge a person*s worth by his 

position on the social ladder. They fear the rise of the 

Negro, who has always held the lowest status in American 

^Baldwin, "The Discovery of What it Means to be an 
American," p. 1&. 

^Paul Tillich, "The Lost Dimension in Religion," 
Saturday Evening Post {June 14, 195$), PP* 29, 7o. 
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society, because his gain will be their loss.20 if these 

white people are unable to maintain their financial and 

social statu®j their concept of themselves is threatened 

as Baldwin explains to his nephew: 

Try to imagine how you would feel if you 
woke up one morning to find the fun shining and 
the atari all aflame. Tou would be frightened 
because it la out of the order of nature. Any 
upheave! In the universe is terrifying because 
it so profoundly attacks one's sense of one's 
own reality. Well, the black man has functioned 
in th© white man's world as a fixed star, as an 
immovable pillar: and as he moves out of his 
place, heaven and earth are shaken to their 

foundations*21 

Baldwin is thoroughly cognizant of certain geographic 

factors in white attitudes. Although the feeling of superi-

ority exists in all parts of the country, it is most obvious 

in the South. Baldwin generalises about the Southern atti-

tude in three essays which he wrote after his first visit to 

the South: "Nobody Knows My Name," "A Fly in Buttermilk," (' 

and "Faulkner and Desegregation." Having never lived in \ 

this part of the country, Baldwin bases his treatment of 

Southern racial attitudes on the situations which he observed 

during his trip and on the conversations that he held with 

both black and white Southerners, He was also familiar with 

th® stories told him by his friends and relatives about the 

^Baldwin, "In Search of a Majority," p. 111. 

21Baldwin, "My Dungeon Shook," p. 23. 
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"Old Country." Baldwin himself had also had some experience 

living among Southerners who worked in the defense plants in 

New Jersey, After traveling more extensively in the South, 

Baldwin wrote his play, Blues for Mr. Charlie, in which he 

develops the characters of a Southern poor white and a Southern 

liberal# 

The practice of official segregation in the South best 

reflects the attitude of white superiority. For over one 

hundred years, the whites, through law, have limited the 

freedom of the blacks, Baldwin uses segregated education as 

an example of cultural control, Substandard Negro schools 

produce poorly educated people who are limited in the number 

and type of occupations which they can pursue. They are un-

able to hold positions of power in society, Even a Negro 

principal, who holds one of the highest positions which a 

black person may hold in this society, has little power with 

the white school board. The knowledge of impotency causes 

©uch frustration among students that many do not finish 

school, "They become the menial or the criminal or the 

ihiftleas, the Negroes whom segregation has produced and 

whom the South uses to prove that segregation is right. 

Baldwin sympathizes somewhat with the white Southerner. 

Although he is appalled at the racial injustice in the South, 

he understands why the Southerners react defensively to the 

^Baldwin, "Nobody Knows My Name," p. 92, 
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false moral superiority displayed by Northerners. Ha states 

that the attitude in the South is no more repressive than 

that in the North; white Southerners, at least, express their 

feelings honestly and openly. Baldwin realizes that Southern 

whites will find it difficult to change their way of life, 

but h® insists that the transformation cannot be continually 

postponed. He repeatedly state© that black people in America 

have waited three hundred years too long for their f r e e d o m . 2 3 

A common form which the attitude of superiority takes 

in the South is overt hatred. Baldwin believes that white 

people in all parts of the' country hate black people to some 

extent, but thay often do not admit it. In the South, espe-

cially among the leas sophisticated members of society, hatred 

is openly displayed. A minority of people actually allow 

hatred to direct their actions. Baldwin wrote the play, Blues 

for Mr. Charlie. in an effort to understand the type of per-

son who is controlled by hatred,24 

In "Notes for Blues," a preface to the play, Baldwin 

says that he had been thinking of the play ever since he 

heard of the ease of Eramett Till, a black person who was 

murdered in Mississippi by a whit® man. The murderer was 

acquitted and later told how h© had committed the crime. 

^Baldwin, "Faulkner and Desegregation," Nobody Knows 
My Name (New York, 1961), p. 101. 

24oaldwin, "Notes for Blues," Blues for Mr. Charlie x-
{New York, 1964)» p. xlv. y 
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The faeta were related in William Bradford Huie's article, 

"Wolf Whistle." Baldwin was afraid that he would not be 

able to characterize the murderer because he was, in a 

sense, repelled by this type of person. He felt, however, 

a responsibility to try to understand him. 

But if it is true, and I believe it is, that all 
men are brothers, then w® have the duty to try to 
understand this wretched man; and while we prob-
ably cannot hope to liberate him, begin working 
toward the liberation of his children. For we, 
the American people, have created him, he is our 
servant; it is we whorput the cattle-prodder in 
his hands, and we are responsible for the crimes 
that he commits. It is we who have locked him 
in the prison of his color. It is we who have 
persuaded him that Negroes are. worthless human 
beings, and that it is hie sacred duty, as a 
whit© man, to protect the honor and purity of his 
tribe.25 

Baldwin says that he finally resolved to write the play upon 

hearing of the death of Medgar Ever®. Blues for Mr. Charlie 

was first performed, under the direction of Burgess Meredith, 

in the Actors Studio Theatre in New fork, April 23, 1964.^ 

Blues for Mr. Charlie takes place in a small Southern 

town, Plaguetown, U.S.A., during the days of the early sit-

in demonstrations. The play concerns the murder of Richard 

Henry, a young black trouble-maker who has returned from the 

North, where he was a jazz musician and a drug addict. His 

murderer is Lyie Britten, an uneducated white storekeeper, 

who has already killed one Negro, Through the efforts of 

25lbld. 2%ckman, p. 231. 
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Parnell James, the liberal editor of the local newspaper, 

Lyle is brought to trial but is acquitted. 

Lyle Britten*s attitude toward black people is simply 

that they are less than human. When Parnell tells him that 

he is to be arrested on the charge of murder, Lyle is indig-

nant. He has no doubt that Richard deserved to die because 

he was an offensive person. He cannot understand why anyone 

would not approve of his action. 

Parnell: . . . What do you mean you don't under-
stand what's come over th® people in this town? 

Lyle: Raiting so much fuss about a nigger —and 
a northern nigger at that. 

Parnell: Ht was born here. He's Reverend Meridian 
Henry's son. 

Lyle: Well, he'd been gone so long, he might as 
wall have been a northern nigger. Went North and 
got ruined and com® back here to make trouble-* 
and they tell me he was a dope fiend, too. What's 
all this fuss about? • . . Has niggers suddenly 
got to be holv in this t o w n ? 2 ' 

Lyle'i friends, including hi# minister, congratulate him for 

his deed, The minister assures him that the Hegroes in town 

hav« been stirring up trouble because they "are harkening to 

the counsel of these degenerate communist race-mixers."^ 

In determining why Lyle hated intensely enough to kill, 

Baldwin reveals that Lyle owned a small store and depended 

upon Negroes as customers» He was threatened economically 

^Baldwin, Blues for Mr* Charlie, pp. 13-14. 

26IMS.'> 49. 
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when the town Negroes boycotted his store.29 Lyl© also 

feared losing his social status. Because his family had 

always been poor, he had never enjoyed social prestige, but 

he had always taken comfort in the fact that Negroes were 

less important than he was, He expected Negroes to step 

off the widewalk as he passed by. He became angry when 

Richard Henry did not address him as "air" and killed him 

after Richard refused to apologize for an insult* 

Lyl®; I had to kill him, I'm a white man! Can't 

nobody talk that way to me!30 

Another reason for Lyle's hatred was his need for love 

from the Negro, He had always felt free to go to blacktown 

for sexual fulfillment, and in his relationships there he 

had also received love. In fact, he had had a more satis-

factory relationship with a black person, Willa Mae»^ than 

with hia wife, Jo, whom he had married upon deciding to 

"settle down" and have c h i l d r e n . 3 2 He could not, however, 

have an ©pen association with a black woman for fear of 

social disapproval. Because his need for love was not sat-

isfied, Lyle reacted by intensifying his hatred for the very 

people whose love he desired. 

Baldwin was severely criticised in daily newspapers and 

liberal journals for appearing to propagate the myth of Negro 

29Ibid., p. a, 30ibid.. p, 120. 

3l3aldwin, Bluea for Mr. Charlie. p. 66. 

32, 'Ibid., p. 60. 
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sexuality in Blues* Although it is true that Richard Henry 

brags about his own sexual experiences and insinuate® that 

Lyle is impotent, it is also true that Baldwin did not in-

tend the audience to interpret Richard's obnoxious remarks 

as truth. Baldwin was simply trying to say that, no matter 

how offensive Richard wis, he did not deserve to be shot. 

Fern Eekman, Baldwin's biographer, suggests that "white 

America, having brainwashed itself into believing that the 

Negro really is intellectually inferior and sexually superior 

waa willing to accept a« fact Richardfs braggadocio,"33 

Lyle finally admits the murder but says that he is not 

sorry for it. Him wife Jo, on the other hand, indicates 

that she realizes the gravity ©f the crime as she responds 

to Parnell'a statement that he had deeply loved a Negro girl# 

Jo: Then Lyle could have felt that way about old 
Bill's wife—about Willa Mae, I know that's not 
the way he feels about me# And if he felt that way— 
he could have shot old Bill—to keep him quiet. 

Parnellt Jo! 

Jo: Tea! And if he could have shot old Bill to 
keep him quiet—he could have killed that boy. He 
could have killed that boy. And if he did—well-
that ig. murder, isn't it? It*a just nothing but 
murder, even if the boy waa black* Oh, ParnellI 
Parnell134 

In spite of this realization, Jo lies during the trial in 

order to save her husband.35 

33Eckman, pp. 232-233. 

34Baldwin, Blues for Mr. Charlie, p. 65. 35ibid., p. 84< 
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Baldwin, in "Not®® for Blues," writes that Lyle cannot 

admit his moral weakness because he cannot bear the guilt, 

Something In the man knows — must know —»that 
what ha is doing is evil; but in order to accept 
the knowledge the man would have to change. What 
is ghastly and really almost hopeless in our racial 
situation now is that the crimes we have committed 
are eo great and so unspeakable that the acceptance 
of this knowledge would lead, literally, to madness. 
The human being, then, in order to protect himself, 
closes his eyes, compulsively repeats his crimes, 
and enters^a spiritual darkness which no one can 
describe. 

Just as Baldwin considers hatred to be a form of th$ 

attitude of superiority, he also treats paternalism as an-

other form of the same attitude. In the essay, "Nobody 

Knows My Name," he describes the paternalism of some white 

Southerners, who recall that Negroes and whites have loved 

each other for many years. Although Baldwin does not doubt 

the sincerity of this profession, he believes that this type 

of protective love, analogous to a father18 love for his 

child, i® as debasing to a black person as is hatred. "Men 

do not like to be protected, it emasculate© them. . . . It 

is not a pretty thing to be a father and be ultimately de-

pendent on the power and kindness of some other man for the 

well-being of your house."3? One sees how a black man can 

lose his masculine pride if he is treated as a child, espe-

cially in a society which conceives a man*s role to be that 

^Baldwin, "Notes for Blues," p. xiv. 

•^Baldwin, "Nobody Knows My Name," p. 99. 
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of provider, protector, and decision maker* Baldwin further 

describes the effect of paternalism as he tells of his en-

counter with an old black man who directed him into hit 

first segregated bus. 

His eyes seemed to say that what I was feeling, 
he had been feeling, at much higher pressure, all 
his life. But my eyes would never see the hell his 
eye# had seen. And this hell was, simply, that he 
had never in his life owned anything, not his wife, 
not his house, not his child, which could not at 
any inatant be taken from him by the power of white 
people. This is what paternalism means. And for 
the rest of the time that I was in the South I 
watched the eyes of old black men.3® 

Often .the paternalistic person is the Southern liberal. 

Pamell James, of Slues for Mr. Charlie. reacts to Negroes 

in this manner. In telling Jo Britten of a Negro girl whom 

he had loved, Parnell recalls that he wanted to hold her in 

his arms and "protect her from all those other people who 

wanted to destroy her."39 He also responds to the people 

in blacktown as if he were their guardian. He sympathizes 

with them at the news of Richard's death and goes to some 

trouble to arrange a trial, yet he rather enjoys hi® posi-

tion as champion of justice. He assumes that he knows what 

is best for the black people and advises that Reverend 

Meridian Henry encourage his people to remain passive, pre-

sumably until white men change their attitudes.^0 

38Ibid.. p. 95. 

^Baldwin, Blues for Mister Charlie, p. 63. 

40Ibid.. p. 39. 
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For several reasons, Parnell reveals his attitude of 

superiority through paternalism instead of through hatred# 

Because he has always been rich, he has not been threatened 

economically by black people. Having enjoyed a relatively 

high social status, he doe© not allow social taboos to pre-

vent him from associating with Negroes, In fact, he seems 

to take pleasure in shocking Lyle'& friends with his views 

on race. The moral pride which he takes in condemning them 

for their bigotry helps him avoid examination of his own 

true feelings about black people.^1 He is unable to see 

that his paternalism is just as damaging to black people 

as open hostility is. 

Liberals, however, are not the only paternalistic 

Southerners. Many people who hat© the black race as a 

whole profess to love particular individuals* Usually the 

beloved Negroes are those who have proved their devotion to 

the white person, As Haasel, one of Lyle's friends, describes 

her family*s maid, her tone is condescending. 

I'm so glad Esther"s not here to see this. 
She'd die of shame. She was the sweetest colored 
woman —you remember her, She just about raised 
us, used'to sing us to sleep at night, and she 
could just tell the most beautiful stories — the 
kind of stories that could scare you and make you 
laugh and sake you cry, you know? Oh she was 
wonderful. I don't remember a cross word or an 
evil expression all the time she was with us. 
She was always the same. And I believe she knew 

^llbld., p. 56. 
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more about me than my own mother and father knew. 
I just told her everything. Then, one of her 
sons got killed — h e went had, just like this 
boy they are having a funeral for here tonight— 
and she got sick. I nursed her* I bathed that 
woman's body with my own hands. And she told me 
once, she said, "Miss Hazel, you are just like 
an angel of light." She said, "My own couldn't 
have don® more for me than you hav® done." She 
was a wonderful old woman.*2 

Having lived in Harlem all of hi© life, Baldwin has had 

experience with the attitude of superiority in the North. 

In his essays, "East River, Downtown," "Fifth Avenue, Uptown," 

"The Harlem Ghetto," "Not®® of a Native Son," and "Down at 

the Cross," Baldwin records his personal observations of the 

evidence, causes, and effect® of this attitude, which is less 

obvious in the North than in the South. 

A subtle reflection of the attitude of white superiority 

is seen in the area of education. Because of unofficial 

segregation, most schools which black children attend are 

substandard. Perhaps even more important than the quality 

of education, though, is the nature of the subject matter. 

In nearly all subjects, the accomplishments of white men are 

stressed, and the heritage of black men is ignored. Baldwin 

remembers that as a child, he was taught to be ashamed of 

Africa. He was told that "Africa had never contributed 'any-

thing' to c i v i l i z a t i o n . " ^ This type of education results 

^Ibid., p. 50, 

^Baldwin, "East River, Downtown," p. 72. 
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In reinforcing the Negro's image of himself as an inferior 

being. 

That whit© people feel they hair# the right to control 

the lives of black people Is proved by the existence of the 

ghetto. Although laws do not prevent Negroes from moving 

out of Harlem, social usage makes the move almost impossible* 

The controls of the whit® world are inescapable in Harlem* 

The cheerless housing project® and the oppressive policemen 

are especially hated by ghetto residents* "The people in 

Harlem know they are living there because white people do 

not think they are good enough to live anywhere else, 

A person living in the ghetto becomes frustrated to the 

point of desperation when he recognizes the possibilities 

for hit future# The majority of residents can choose be-

tween performing menial tasks for low wages, entering a life 

of crime, becoming a Negro leader, moving to a more exclusive 

ghetto, escaping into the church, or giving up. In describ-

ing those people who go to work for the whit© man each day, 

Baldwin says, 

They struggle to instill in their children 
some private sense of honor or dignity which will 
help the child to survive* This means, of course, 
that they must struggle stolidly, incessantly, to 
keep this sense alive in themselves, in spite of 
the insults, the indifference, and the cruelty 
they are certain to encounter in their working 
day. They patiently browbeat the landlord into 
fixing the heat, the plaster, the plumbing. • . . 

^Baldwin, "Fifth Avenue, Uptown," p. 61* 
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Such frustration, so long endured, is driving 
many strong, admirable man and wom©n whose only 
crime is color to the very gates of paranoia.4? 

Upon realizing the controls and limits upon his life, 

the black man Is outraged. Baldwin writes that "there is 

not a Negro alive who does not have this rag© in his 

blood* . . . T h i s deep emotion is often self-destructive, 

leading a person to drug addiction, insanity, or suicide. 

Sometime® the person finds it impossible to control the raga 

and becomes violent. In effort to explain the Harlem riots 

of 1943j Baldwin says, 

To swash something is the ghetto's chronic 
need. Most of the time it is the members of the 
ghetto who smash eaeh other, and themselves* 
But as long as the ghetto walls are standing 
there will always come a moment when these out-
let® do not work.47 

Baldwin believes that the whit© northerner who feels 

superior reacts to the Megro by trying to ignore him. Ha 

is rarely personally involved with the black person and does 

not think of him except as a sexual menace. The white 

Northerner is able to forget about the black person because 

he lives in a different part of the city.^ When a white 

person does see a Negro, he rarely recognises him as an 

45Ibid-» p. 57. 

^Baldwin, "Notes of a Native Son," p. 94. 

47ibid., p. ill. 

^Baldwin, "Fifth Avenue, Uptown," p. 6 5 , 
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individual; instead, he calls to mind the image which he has 

of the whole race. He thinks of the black person in terms 

of problems, statistics, and injustices, but he does not 

recogniae the fact that a Negro is a human being#k9 

Baldwin feels that Northerners are hypocritical in pro-

claiming their moral superiority over the South. They imagine 

that they have freed the Negro and are therefore absolved of 

responsibility. They deplore the treatment of black people 

in the South but assume that the people in the ghettos are 

perfectly happy.5^ The many black people who have migrated 

to the North in the hop© of a better life, however, have 

found little improvement there* The North promises more but 

does not keep its promises. Baldwin made a prophecy in 1959 

which has been partially fulfilled. 

When & race riot occurs in Atlanta, it will not 
merely spread to Birmingham . . . {Birmingham is a 
doomed city). The trouble will spread to every 
metropolitan center in the nation which has a sig-
nificant Negro population. And this is not only 
because the ties between Northern and Southern 
Negroes are still very close. It is because the 
nation, the entire nation, has spent a hundred years 
avoiding the question of the place of the black man 
in it.51 

Whether by hating the Negro, patronizing him, or ignoring 

him, white Americans evade the humanity of the black man and 

^Baldwin, "Many Thousands Gone," Notes of a Native Son., 
p. 25. 

^Baldwin, "East liver, Downtown," p. 63. 

53-Baldwin, "Nobody Knows My Name," p. 9$. 
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assume superiority. Baldwin is not maraly condemning the 

white wan as an oppressor and glorifying the mistreated 

black man; instead, he is concerned that the attitude of 

superiority is also damaging to the whit® man. Tha white 

parson will not be free until he ese&aiints his own life to 

determine why he neads to dahum&nij&a someone elsa. 

It is a terrible, an inexorable law that one 
cannot deny the humanity of another without dimin-
ishing oat's own: in tha face of one's victim, 
one seas oneself. Walk through tha straats of 
Haurlam and see what we, this nation, have become.52 

^Baldwin, "Fifth Avenue, Uptown," p. 66. 



CHAPTER III 

THE WHITE PERSON'S ATTITUDE OF INNOCENCE 

The other large general attitude frequently taken by 

whit® Americans is characterised or designated by Baldwin 

as that of innocence.^ Innocence is usually regarded as a 

state rather than an attitude; but that is not the way Baldwin 

considers the matter. He seems to feel that innocence of white 

racism is assumed unjustifiably by some whites, and what he 

means by innocence is really assumed innocence# He defines 

and illustrates this attitude, and examines particularly under 

this classification the stance taken by white liberals toward 

black people. He comments upon the need for an admission of 

guilt by all American whites, and then considers this assumed 

innocence of prejudice in its relationship to a larger assumed 

innocence which might be described more simply as a refusal 

to see and face unpleasant realities. 

First of all, Baldwin considers the white person's inno-

cence of racial persecution to be an illusion. He declares 

that all white people (or their ancestors) have been guilty 

of such offenses against the black person as enslaving him, 

•̂ Baldwin, "Down at the Cross," p. 19. 
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defining him as "three fifths"2 of a man, lynching him, 

causing him to live in poverty, forbidding him to choose 

where he will reside, depriving him of political power, 

denying him justice in the courts, and—worst of all— 

controlling hi® mind by convincing him of his own inferior-

ity. 3 But in spite of this pervasive, collective guilt, 

many whites continue to act as if they are not to be blamed; 

furthermore, they willfully remain ignorant of the offenses 

committed on racial basest 

If the attitude of innocence is an illusion, Baldwin 

infers, it is also a crime. The letter to his nephew con-

tains the following indictment of white Americans: 

I know what the world has done to my brother, 
and how narrowly he has survived it. And I know, 
which is much worse, and this is the crime of which 
I accuse my country and my countrymen, and for which 
neither I nor time nor history will ever forgive 
them, that they have destroyed hundreds of thousands 
of lives and do not know it and do not want to know 
it. One can be, indeed one must strive to become, 
tough and philosophical concerning destruction and 
death, for this is what most of mankind has been 
best at since we have heard of man. . . . But it 
is not permissible that the authors of devastation 
should also be innocent. It is the innocence which 
constitutes the crime.5 

By persisting in their attitude of innocence, white people have 

been dishonest with themselves} they have negated the possibility 

2Baldwin, "Down at the Cross," p. 9$» ^Xbid, 

"̂Baldwin, "Stranger in the Tillage," p. 166. 

^Baldwin, "My Dungeon Shook," p. 19. 
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of seriously asking themselves why it has been necessary for 

white people to control the live® of Negroes for 300 years# 

Unless people admit their guilt, it will be impossible to 
6 

bring about the necessary changes in the racial situation. 

During Baldwin*s visit to the South, whit© people demon-

strated their ignorance of the conditions in which black 

people were living by frequently telling Baldwin that "race 

relations" in their towns were excellent. They probably 

meant that Negroes in the area had not participated in any 

demonstrations. Baldwin never found a black person wh© 

agreed with this assessment. In the essay, "A Fly in Butter-

milk," Baldwin describes his interview with the white prin-

cipal of a school which had recently admitted one black 

student. This man could not understand why the child, G,, 

wanted to attend a white school. He refused to believe that 

G. waa literally risking his life to get an education which 

would allow him to rise above his environment, Instead, the 

well-meaning principal continued to believe that G, could have 

received an equally good education in a segregated school for 

Negroes.? It is rarely possible, of course, for a child to 

become well educated in such schools, which usually have 

poorly prepared teachers, inadequate facilities, and a curric-

ulum which reinforces the black child*s negative self imaged 

^Baldwin, "Down at the Cross," p. 117, 

"̂ Baldwin, "A Fly in Buttermilk," p. $5. %bid,, p. $0. 
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Baldwin says that the white person demonstrates, by his 

reaction to racial disturbance, his unwillingness to know 

how the black person lives. The explosion of a ghetto is 

often greeted with surprise and shock on the part of whites. 

The white community may respond to the disturbance by station-

ing more policemen in the ghetto, by making token gestures 

such as building a housing project in the area, or by blaming 

the trouble on "agitators•"9 Baldwin interprets these re-

sponses as ways in which whites avoid examining why the 

violence occurred# He feels that white people do not want 

to know that their own racism has caused black people to live 

in the unbearable conditions which lead to rioting.*0 

Baldwin reiterate® his contention when he writes about 

the response to the rioting of black spectators in the United 

Nations after the assassination of Patrice Lumumba, Most 

white people were shocked and blamed the communists instead 

of trying to determine the real cause of the trouble. Baldwin 

himself was distressed that white people thought Negroes were 

completely satisfied with their lives and could be stirred up 

only by communistsi 

1 find this view amazing# It is a view which 
even a minimal effort at observation would imme-
diately contradict. One has only, for example, to 
walk through Harlem and ask oneself two questions. 
The first question is: Would I like to live here? 

^Baldwin, "The Harlem Ghetto," p. 56# 

^Baldwin, "East Eiver, Downtown," p. 68, 
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And the second question Is: Why don't those who 
now live here move out? The answer to both ques-
tions ia immediately obvious.H 

The people who are criticised most harshly by Baldwin 

for their innocence are the whit® liberals. Baldwin charges 

that, although liberals are aware that Negroes have been 

treated unjustly, they do not know of the extent of the in-

juries and are unwilling to find out.^ They try to protect 

themselves from the knowledge of the suffering of black people 

by holding them at a distance. They think of Megroes a® vic-

tims or problems, but not as human beings. The white liberals* 

declarations of good intentions are too often substituted for 

action. The fact that promises are rarely implemented is an 

indication to Baldwin that these promises are made primarily 

to salve the liberals* nagging consciences.-^ 

Baldwin further charge® that white liberals, who pride 

themselves on good will, do not even know that they, like the 

members of the Ku Klux Klan, are racists* Their attitude of 

superiority is evident in their missionary spirit, based on 

the assumption that, "the black man, to become truly human and 

acceptable, must first become like the white man Liberals 

often fail to realise the value of the unique personal experience 

-̂ •Baldwin, "East River, Downtown," p. &&* 

^Baldwin, "Down at the Cross," p. 72. 

-^Baldwin, "Many Thousands (k>ne,w p. 25* 

P. 45* 
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and cultural heritage of the black American. The®® well** 

meaning men believe that Heiproes want to imitate the whit® 

manner of life. Baldwin, however, asserts that an increasing 

number of black people recognise the hypocrisy and moral decay 

of ufalts society and have no desire to become like white men* 

He recalls one prominent Negro's remark* "1 m not at all 

sure that I want to be integrated into a burning house."15 

Another state®, nl might consider being Integrated into some-

thing elsei an American society more real and more honest— 

but this? Ho thank yon, man, who needs it?tt^ 

White liberals* according to Baldwin, do not want to know 

that they feel superior to the black man. In effort to avoid 

this knowledge, they profess noble ideals of justice and 

equality, sentimentally pretending to ignore all racial dif-

ferences*—to be "color blind »,r fhese people are rarely able 

to admit that they harbor any hostility toward the black man 

because such an admission would destroy their sens# of self-

righteousness • Although liberals blame the overt white 

racists for Africa's racial problems, Baldwin considers 

these same liberals even more detrimental to the black per-

son's struggle for freedom.1? They have held out the hope 

of a better life to black people through their avowals of 

15Baldwin, "East River, Downtown," p. 71. 

16I.bid« 

^letaan, p. 217. 
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brotherhood, but he feels that they have risked little to 

make this hope materialise.^ 

Baldwin says that white people of various philosophical 

and political persuasions willfully maintain their attitudes 

of innocence. Although they must know, at least subcon-

sciously, that they share the blame for the position of 

black people, they do not want to admit their guilt. Baldwin 

insists, however, that admission of guilt is necessary if 

members of different races are ever to have an honest rela-

tionship with each other.*1-9 He points out in the following 

parable the impossibility of such a relationship if two peo-

ple cannot risk telling the truth: 

. . . I have a friend who has just murdered his 
mother and put her in the closet and I know it, 
but we're not going to talk about it. low this 
means very shortly since, after all, I know the 
corpse is in the closet, and he know® I know it, 
and we're sitting around having a few drinks and 
trying to be buddy-buddy together, that very 
shortly, we can't talk about anything because we 
can't talk about that* No matter what 1 say I 
may inadvertently stumble on this corpse.20 

Although Baldwin emphasizes the necessity for the white 

man to admit his guilt for the maltreatment of the black man, 

it is important to not© that Baldwin does not contend that 

the black man is innocent. Instead, Baldwin says that all 

•^Baldwin, "East River, Downtown,n p. 70. 

•̂9Baldwin, "Stranger in the Village," pp. 166, 175* 

^Baldwin, "Note® for a Hypothetical Novel,n p. 124. 
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man are guilty because they ar© basically bad and will always 

harm each other, He feels that it is important for men to 

recognize their nature and to realise© that they have contrib- ; 

uted to the suffering in the world.^ Baldwin calls atten-

tion to on© particular area of life in which white Americans 

have done harm. He wants them to be fully aware that they 

have wronged black people in their country. Baldwin is never 

specific, however, about how black people are guilty in their 

relationships with whites. 

Baldwin says that the innocent attitude of white people 

toward Negroes is part of a larger false and assumed innocence, 

The treatment of black people in this country is only one 

thing that Americans do not want to face. In addition, they 

do not want to examine their personal attitudes and values, 

they do not want to examine the beliefs and actions of the 

nation, and they do not want to face the reality that every 

person will die one day. If Americans could face unpleasant 

realities such as these, thty might be able to face the way 

In which America deals with black people 

4amm Baldwin most fully escamines the attitude of inno-

cence in Another Country, a novel about the relationships of 

a group of people living in New fork City. Rufus Scott, a 

central figure, was a black drutamer who became involved with 

23-Baldwint "Many Thousands Gone," p. 45. 

^Baldwin, "Down at the Cross," p. 105. 
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a Southern white girl named Leona. He humiliated and abused 

her until she went mad. Rufus disappeared into the streets 

for a month, returned, and upon failing to establish contact 

with any of his friends, committed suicide. After his death, 

his best friend, Vivaldo Moore, began to see Rufus* sister 

Ida. Their circle of friend® included Richard Silenski, a 

writer of mystery storiesi Richardfs wife, Cass; and Eric 

Jones, an actor who was also a homosexual. These people, in 
/ 

their relationships, tried desperately to bridge the gaps j 

which exist between all human beings. Baldwin explores the 

human qualities Isolating these people from each other and 

concentrates especially on the barriers existing between 

individuals of different races. The black person*s rage and 

the white person's innocence are two attitudes which prevent 

individuals of different races from relating honestly to each 

other. Baldwin makes a particular point of showing-the false 

innocence displayed by the white characters in Another Country. 

Vivaldo, the person most conspicuous for his attitude of 

innocence, revealed this attitude in his relationship with 

Rufus. In spite of the fact that Rufus and Vivaldo were 

friends, there was much about the experience of black people 

with the white world that Vivaldo did not know. One night 

when the two friends went out together, Vivaldo was injured 

in a brawl and wanted Rufus to take him to a hospital. Rufus 

knew that if he did so, he would be accused of beating Vivaldo. 



4 6 

In spite of Vivaldo's protest that such a thing could not 

happen, Rufus insisted that Vivaldo's girl friend take him* 

Vivaldo did not want to hear aboutthis kind of behavior of 

whit® Americans and never believed Rufus* fear to be well 

grounded.23 

Like Vivaldo, Richard and Cass Silenski also assumed 

innocence. Ida, Rufus1 sister, went to the Silenski's house 

looking for her brother after he had been away for several 

weeks. Richard would not believe her assurance that the 

police would not find Rufus. 

"Have you been to the police?" Richard asked* 
"Tee." She mad® a gesture of disgust and rose and 
miked to the window. "They said it happens all 
the time—colored men running off from their fam-
ilies. They said they'd try to find him. But they 
don't care. They don't care what happens—to a 
black man," 

"Oh, well, now," cried Richard, his face red, 
"is that fair? I mean, hell, I'm sure they'll look 
for him just like they look for any other citiaen 
of this city." 

She looked at him. "How would you know? I do 
know—know what I'm talking about. J say they don't 
care—and they don't care." 

"I don't think you should look at it like 
that."24 

Vivaldo, in another situation, demonstrated his unwilling-

ness to know about the mental and physical anguish which Rufus 

had endured. When Rufus finally came to see him, after being 

gone for a month, Vivaldo was genuinely relieved and was angry 

23Baldwin, Another Country (New Tork, I960), p. 35. 

24JbM.> p. 101. 
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that Rufus had Imagined no one would care to ate him. Rufus 

told of wandering around in the streets, sleeping in subways, 

halls* and movie® for fear that friends would condemn him 

for his treatment of Leona. As Rufus talked about how he 

had driven Leona insane even though he loved her, he revealed 

his desperation, fivaldo, knowing that Rufus needed friend-

ship, grew tired of listening, to the story and suggested that 

they go to a jagss bar.2 5 When Yivaldo met a girl in the bar, 

he forgot all about R u f u s S o o n afterwards, Rufus walked 

to George Washington Bridge and jumped off.2? Vivaldo was 

overcome with sorrow at th© news of the suicide. On the way 

to the funeral, he told Gas® that he had gone to Ida's house 

to try to comfort her, He was hurt and surprised at her 

family's looks of accusation, and wanted to declare that he 

had loved Rufus and had had no part in his death. At every 

mention of the dead man's name in the following months, 

fivaldo testified, as if to profess his innocence, that he 

had loved Rufus. 

When th© Silenskis learned of Rufus' death, they too 

were amaaed. Cass, in bewilderment, asked Richard if there 

were anything they could have done. She felt a pang of guilt 

that she had not been more of a friend to Rufus. Richard, 

2?Ibid., p. 71. 26Ibid., p. 62. 

2?Ibid.. p. S3. 28Ibid.. p. 113. 
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however, was quite sure that nothing they could have done 

would have made any difference. He assured Cass that Rufus 

had already ruined himself and that no en® could have stopped 

him from jumping,^ 

After Rufus* death Vivaldo began to see Ida and soon fell 

in love with her. At times Vivaldo felt that Ida hated him, 

but he could not understand why. He would have been happy to 

ignore racial differences, but Ida never let him forget the 

color of his skin.^O Although Vivaldo could not openly admit 

that he shared any guilt for Rufus' death, he did feel that 

he should have been more responsive to his friend. While 

talking to Eric Jones months after the suicide, Vivaldo con-

fided his feeling that he might have saved Rufus by reaching 

out, holding the black man in his arms, and comforting him. 

He had not risked this gesture, however, for fear that Rufus 

would interpret it as a sexual advance.^ 

Ida knew that ah# and Vivaldo could not have an honest 

relationship as long as Vivaldo retained his assumed innocence. 

She told Cass that even though she had been miles away from 

Rufus, she had known he was dying, but Vivaldo, who was close 

to him, did not know it. In response to Cass' protest that 

Ida's knowledge changed nothing, Ida answered, "Maybe nothing 

can be stopped or changed, but you've got to know, you've got 

29Ibid., P. 105. 3°Ibid.« p. 262. 

31lbid., p. 342. 

!/ 
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to know what's happening.She said to Cass, "Vivaldo 

didn't want to know my brother was dying because he doesn't 

want to know that my brother would still be alive if he 

hadn't been born black."33 

Ida made it clear that she wanted Cass, as well as 

¥ivaldo, to "pay her dues, w^4 to become fully conscious of 

the suffering of black people. At the same time, she stated 

that a white person could never understand the past expe-

rience of a black person. Ida confirmed the slow admission 

by Gass that she had no right to deny that Rufus died because 

he was black; Ida told Cass, " . . . there's no way in the 

world for you to know what Rufus went through, not in this 

world, not as long as you're white,"35 

As Ida and fivaldo continued to live together, their 

relationship became increasingly destructive. The black girl, 

driven by bitterness, always tried to make the whit® boy pay 

for his color. Contrary to her intentions, however, she be-

gan to love him. When she told him of this realization, he 

was both happy and terrified. He was afraid to hear what 

else Ida had to say, but he knew that h® could no longer 

shield himself from the truth. Ida began to tell him about 

herself, 

32ibid.« p. 347. 33ibid.. p. 351. 

^Ibid». p. 350. 33lbid.. p. 351. 
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"When Rufus died, something happened to me," 
she said* She sounded now very quiet and weary, 
as though she were telling someone else*© story; 
also, as though she herself, with a faint aston-
ishment, were hearing it for the first time. But 
it was yet more astonishing that he now began to 
listen to a story he had always known, but never 
dared believe. "I can't explain it. Rufus had 
always been the world to me, 1 loved him." 

"So did I," h# said—too quickly, irrel-
evantly; and for the first time it occurred to 
him that, possibly, he was a liar; had never loved 
Rufus at all, but had only feared and envied him. 

"I don't need your credentials, ?ivaldo," 

she aaid.36 

Ida continued her story, emphasizing that ©he had loved 

Rufue and had known him as his white friends had never known 

him. She had depended on him to lift her out of her sur-

roundings, and when he died, she felt that she had been robbed 

of her hope "by a group of people too cowardly even to know 

what they had done."3? She had determined to pay back the 

white world, making every white person suffer as much as pos-

sible. She had also decided that she would rise in the world 

by any possible means. In order to have a successful singing 

career, Ida confessed, she had sold herself to her manager, 

Ellis. This prostitution had only increased her contempt for 

herself and for Vivaldo. She told him that she had hated him 

for pretending to believe the 'excuses she had offered for 

staying out late and accused him of being afraid to know of 

her prostitution because he had not wanted to know what was 

36Ibid.» p. 413. 

37ibid., p. 417. 
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happening to her. She told him that if he had demanded the 

truth, he would have freed them both from pretense.3$ 

Vivaldo was thoroughly shaken upon, hearing Ida's story, 

and his feelings toward her were ambivalent. His assumed 

innocence destroyed, he did not know how he would live with 

the truth. After crying for a long while, Vivaldo rose, and 

began to work at his desk. Although he was uncertain about 

his future with Ida, he did not seem to be crushed by the 

knowledge thrust upon him. His fresh beginning was an indi-

cation, instead, that he was moving into the future with a 

new consciousness of his own ability to accept reality.39 

James Baldwin, in Another Country. has treated harshly 

the white people who assume innocence. He makes it clear 

that he considers each white person to be guilty for the 

white race's abuse of the black race. Although he is severe 

with the white people, he also seems to care for them. He 

refuses to let Vivaldo maintain his innocence, but he also 

shows concern for Vivaldo's mental torture resulting from 

the white man's unsatisfactory relationships with Rufus and 

Ida. In the following passage, Rufus and Vivaldo attempt to 

communicate after Rufus has expressed hatred toward the 

entire white world, including Vivaldo. 

3%bid.» pp. 417*427. 

39ibid., pp. 427-431. 
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"I just want to be your friend," said Vivaldo. 
"That•s all. But you don't want any friends, do 
you?" 

"Yes, I do," said Bufua, quietly, "Yes, I do." 
He paused; then slowly, with great difficulty, "Don't 
mind me* I know you're the only friend I've got left 
in the world, Vivaldo." 

And that's why you hate me, Vivaldo thought, 
feeling still and helpless and sad.40 

Baldwin apparently sympathizes with Vivaldo's confusion and 

distress in the face of Rufus' hostility. 

Another Country is an affront to the white reader. Some 

critics regard this book as an expression of bitterness on 

the part of Baldwin, written simply because of his need to 

blame someone for his personal problems. For instance, 

Charles Nichols, writing in Commentary. suggests that Baldwin 

is motivated by his race hatred.41 There is no doubt that 

Baldwin intends to offend his white readers, but it seems 

possible that his motivation is not hatred, but a sense of 

responsibility toward them. He wants the white people to ; 

change their harmful racial attitudes, not only for the sake 

of the black Americana but for the sake of white Americans 

as well, and he believes that this change can occur only when 

a person sees himself as he really is.42 in discussing his 

role a# a writer, Baldwin says, 

40lbld.. p. 70. 

^•Charles Nichols, "The New Calvinism," 
XXIII {January, 1957), 96. 

42Baldwin, "My Dungeon Shook," p. 24* 
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. . . I think we writers do have a responsibility, 
not only to ourselves and to our own time, but to 
those who are coming after us. . , » And I suppose 
that this responsibility can only be discharged by 
dealing as truthfully as we know how with,our pres-
ent fortunes, these present days.43 

" \ 
Baldwin deems it necessary to writ® about wen the most un-

pleasant emotions and actions in his effort to tell the truth, \ 

as he sees it, about life. 

43Baldwin, ,??he Black Boy Looks at the White Boy," 
199. 



CHAPTER I? 

CONCLUSION 

James Baldwin's presentation of the whit# person's 

racial attitudes of superiority and innocence has been a 

shock and an affront to many of his white readers. Baldwin 

has, in effect, delivered a moral indictment to white Amer-

icans, emphasizing the harmfulness of their attitudes to 

black people as well as to themselves. An attempt will be 

made in conclusion first to consider Baldwin's ideas about 

changing these attitudes, second to judge the accuracy of 

Baldwin's presentation, and third to assess the value of 
/ 

his work for the society to which he has addressed himself, ) 

Baldwin gives attention to the matter of changing atti-

tudes in his latest volume of essays, The Fir® Next Time. 

Occasionally, he seems very pessimistic about the possi-

bility of improving the relationship between whites and 

blacks in America. He exhibits this foreboding aa he re-

calls a conversation with Elijah Muhammed of the Black 

Muslims, a group which seeks revenge against the "white 

devils" for their maltreatment of the black race. After 

this interview, Baldwin was alarmed at Elijah's belief that 

it is already too |ate for the white person to change his 
J 

attitudes; 
54 
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Elijah . . . indicated, skeptically, that I 
might hare whit# friends, or think I did, and 
they might be trying to be decent—'now—but 
their time was up. It was almost as though 
he were saying, "They had their chance, man, 
and they goofedI 

Baldwin felt inclined to defend his few white friends that 

he loved and trusted against Elijah's assertion that all 

white men were hopelessly damned, yet he could think of only 

a few white people who deserved defense. Baldwin realized 

fearfully that Elijah Muhammed could be right. 

Again revealing the fear that it might be too late for 

white people to change their attitudes, Baldwin says that 

during World War II, Negroes lost hope that white Americans 

had consciences. He categorizes the humiliations to which 

Negroes in uniform were subjected and describes the despair 

that soldiers felt upon returning to the United States where 

they were told to "wait," He describes the black person's 

change in attitude toward whites. 

The subtle and deadly change of heart that might 
occur in you would be involved with the realiza-
tion that a civilization is not destroyed by 
wicked people; it is not necessary that people 
be wicked but only that they be spineless.2 

Even if it is not too late, Baldwin does not know whether 

white Americans have the will to change their attitude of 

racial superiority. He says that in the past, they have been 

•̂Baldwin, "Down at the Cross," p. 86* 

2Ibid.. p. 69. 
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unwilling to risk examination of themselves and of the 

American dream because they have been anxious to guard their 

dominant economic and cultural position. He suggests that 

the bondage of Am@ri.cans to illusions, such las racial supe-

riority, indicates a spiritual sickness,^ 

Baldwin not only doubts that whites have the will to 

examine their attitudes; he is, occasionally, unsure that 

people can change their views even if they want to. He is 

vague, for instance, about whether or not the white man can 

ever lose his assumed innocence. On one hand, he insists 

that the white person become fully aware of what the black 

man has endured. On the other hand, he declares that the 

white person can never fully understand the black person's 

suffering, simply because he has never been in the Negro's 

skin. For instance, in Another Country. Ida tells Cass that 

white people have to "pay their dues," which means that they 

must know about the experience of black people. Furthermore, 

whites must realize that they share the guilt for this expe-

rience* In the same conversation, though, Ida also says that 

Cass can never know what Rufus has been through because the 

white girl has never been black 

Despite all the pessimistic doubt, James Baldwin never-

theless affirms that it will be possible for whites to adopt 

3Ibid., p. 103. 

^Baldwin, Another Country. p. 351. 
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a different stance toward blacks, but that the change will be 

difficult. The difficulty stems from the nature of man. 

Baldwinfs novels convey the impression that he does not be-

lieve in the innate goodness of man; instead, he seems to 

believe that men are basically evil and will always continue 

to harm each other. In Another Country. Cass finally comes 

to realize that she, like every other person, has contributed 

to the suffering in the world because of her basic nature. 

She tells Eric, 

You begin to see that you yourself, innocent, 
upright you, have contributed and do contribute to 
the misery of the world. Which will never end be-
cause we1re what we are.-* 

In spite of his assessment that man has no hope of achiev-

ing permanent happiness, Baldwin repeatedly insists that men 

$an be "better than tuey are,'^ He ends some of his early 

essays, which offer a penetrating criticism of society, on 

a note of affirmation. For instance, in "Notes for a Hypo-

thetical Novel," he voices faith that Americans are capable 

of examining their lives, realizing their responsibility to 

each other, and rising to the task of reshaping their nation.7 

He gives a similar assurance in the essay, "In Search of a 

Majority," stating that people are capable of reassessing the 

past and creating standards to live by in the present. He 

5lbid., p. 405. 

^Baldwin, "Down at the Cross,TT p. 105. 

"̂ Baldwin, "Notes for a Hypothetical Novel," p. 126. 
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issues a challenge to his readers. "The world is before you 

and you need not take it or leave it as it was when you came 

in."a 

Baldwin, in The Fire Next Time, gives fullest statement u"" 

to the idea that people can create a better world if they can 

first achieve an understanding of themselves as people who 

are responsible to the world. The necessity to achieve this 

understanding is the necessity to recover the spiritual part 

of life. Baldwin says that a person needs to regain "fruitful 

communion with the depths of his own being:"9 to find out 

who he is, what significance his life has, what his relation-

ship to other people should be, and what he should do with 

his life. Baldwin thinks that, in order to achieve a mean-

ingful self-understanding, a person must face the reality of 

death and the tragedy of life, assume responsibility toward 

human beings, free himself from illusions, accept himself and 

others, and realize that men are interdependent. This total 

change in a person's world view would enable him to change 

his racial attitudes also. 

Baldwin believes that one begins to live consciously when 

he realizes that he is going to die# Baldwinfs thinking at 

this point is very similar to that of Albert Camus, who more 

clearly elaborates the idea that acknowledging the reality 

^Baldwin, "In Search of a Majority," p. 114* 

^Baldwin, "Down at the Cross," p» 111. 
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and finality of death forces man to make a decision about 

the significance of his life. In The Myth of Sisyphus. 

Camus says that a person*a admission that he will die one 

day, that he is finite, is accompanied by the realization 

that anything a man can do is ultimately meaningless, One 

can react to the knowledge of this reality by attempting to 

escape, by embracing nihilism, or by affinning life and 

creating positive values, Camus chooses to make the affirma~ 

tion that life is worth living, even though death is certain ) 
in ( 

and life is ultimately meaningless.AU James Baldwin also 

makes this choice, stating that the admission of the inev- : 
/ 

itability of death enables man to confront "with passion the ' 

conundrum of life. "-*-1 

Baldwin thinks that the awareness of onefs own mortality 

makes a person conscious of his responsibility to himself and 

to other men. Although each person will only live for a short 

while, he should strive to create a better world for the next 

generation. Baldwin says more about man1a responsibility; 

It Is the responsibility of free men to trust and 
to celebrate what is constant—birth, struggle, and 
death are constant, and so is love, though we may 
not always think so—and to apprehend the nature of 
change, to be able and willing to change. I speak 
of change not on the surface but in the depths— 
change in the sense of renewal. But renewal be-
comes impossible if on® supposes things to be 

^Albert Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus. p. 39. 

^Baldwin, "Down at the Cross," p. 106. 
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constant that are not—safety, for example, or 
money, or power * Oil© clings then to chimeras, 
by which on© can only be betrayed, and the 
entire hope—thf entire possibility—of free-
dom disappears,12 

A man must try to discard harmful illusions about him-

self and about his country. The attitudes that a white ; 

person is racially superior and that he is innocent are only 
s 
! 

two such illusions. Equally damaging are beliefs that social 

status and money will bring happiness, that the American 

dream of freedom and equality is a reality, and that America 

must protect the free world from the communist menace.-^ 

Myths such as these prevent a person fro®* .discerning reality, 

and the discernment is necessary in order to lire an in-

creasingly full and productive life* 

Mian must also be able to love himself, according to / 

Baldwin, before he can love others. The type of love which 

Baldwin refers to is not sentimental, but comprehensive. 
Love takes off the masks that we fear w® can-

not live without and know we cannot live within. 
I use the word "love" here not merely in the per-
sonal sense but as a state of being, or a state of 
grace—not in the infantile American sense of being 
made happy but in the tough and universal sense of 
quest and daring and growth. 

A person must be able t© see himself as he is, admit his guilt, 

and accept himself. Baldwin says that if white people can 

12Ibid. ^Ibid,. p. 105. 

Xi»lbid., p. 109. 

/ 
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leara to love themselves, they will not need to look down 

upon black people 

In addition to loving themselves, men must love each 

other because they are interdependent# Baldwin stresses that 

black people and white people in America especially need each 

other# The Negro, who has seen the white man at his worstt 

can tell him a great deal about himself. The white person 

needs this judgment in order to see himself as he really is, 

in order to be released from the bondage of his illusions.^ 

On the other hand, the white person has political and eco-

nomic power which the black man needs in order to be self-

determining. 

Baldwin say® that the black person "is the key figure in 

his country, and the American future is precisely as bright 

or as dark as his."1? The black person can bring about the 

growth or the destruction of America, The country can become V/ 

great if the presence of the Negro forces white Americans to 

re-examine their attitudes, and to accept responsibility for 

fellow human beings. On the other hand, the country can be 

destroyed if white people continue to maintain illusions about 

the situation of the black person and about the deeper reali-

ties of life. Baldwin write®, "A bill is coming in that I 

fear America is not prepared to pay."-^ He refers to the 

15Ibid.. p. 36. 16Ibid., p. 109. 

^7xbid., p. 108. ^Ibid., p. 117. 
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fact that the nation pay soon be called to account by the 

black people of the world, who outnumber the white people, 

Baldwin .predicts _that if white men.continue to deny black 

men the right to live in human dignity, white America will 

make vengeance in«vitable. Baldwin closes The Fir® Next 

Tim® with a plea for people to prevent this vengeance. 

Everything now, we must assume, is in our handsj 
we have no right to assume otherwise» If we— 
and now I mean the relatively conscious whites 
and the relatively conscious blacks, who must, 
like lovers, insist, on, or create, the con-
sciousness of the others—do not falter in our 
duty now, we may be able, handful that we are, 
to end the racial nightmare, and achieve our 
country, and change the history of the world. 
If we do not now dare everything, the fulfill-

, mmt of that prophecy, re-created from the Bible 
in song by a slave, is upon us: God gave Noah 
the rainbow sign, No more water, the fire next 
m&w 

The accuracy ©f Baldwin's presentation of the white per-

son "s racial attitudes is a judgment especially difficult for 

a whit® person to make. He can scarcely deny the truth of 

Baldwin's assertions because he has never viewed his own 

racial attitudes from the perspective of a black person. 

Nevertheless, if the white reader takes Baldwin's writing 

seriously, he must decide whether or not to accept the 

• justice of Baldwin's indictment. 

To this writer, Baldwin's concept of the white person's 

attitude of superiority appears to be valid, although few 

I9Ibid.. p. 120. 
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whites would define superiority as Baldwin does. Moat white 

Americans do not think of themselves as racists because most 

whites do not show their hatred overtly, Baldwin, however, 

points out that the white person may also express his feel-

ing of auperiority by patronizing or by ignoring the black 

person. Baldwin demonstrate® that racism permeates the 

political, economic, and cultural institutions of our society. 

The disclosure of the nature and magnitude of racist thinking 

may enable some white people to realize that they unwarrantedly 

have assumed superiority. 

Baldwin's analysis of the white man1® attitude of inno-

cence aa an illusion and a® a crime also seems just, generally 

speaking, although this attitude may not be as widespread as 

Baldwin seems to believe. Possibly some white people know of 

the suffering they have caused and simply do not care, and 

perhaps some people are aware of the effects of white racism, 

but are ineffectual In their efforts to combat it. The illu-

sion of innocence in white America was particularly apparent, 

though, after the death of the civil rights leader, Martin 

Luther King. Many white leaders of the nation, in voicing 

their sorrow, expressed shock that such a thing could have 

happened in America. The black people, however, who spoke on 

national television seldom showed surprise at the killing.^0 

^ISven such moderate civil rights leaders as Roy Wilkina 
and Whitney Toung, in an interview with CBS News Commentator, 
Dan Eather, April 4» 1968, said that they were not surprised 
at the assassination of Martin Luther King. 
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They were well aware that King's death symbolized the racism 

of the entire society. The concept of innocence as a crime 

was also illustrated after King was killed. Very few national 

officials admitted that the murder would not have been com-

mitted if the country's treatment of black people had been 

honorable. Few people expressed the idea that the nation as 

a whole shared the guilt for this murder. Possibly the fact . 

that expressions ©f sorrow were usually accompanied by pleas 

for non-violence revealed a subconscious knowledge that the 

black community had some cause for anger, but little attention 

was given to what this cause might be# The failure to admit 

guilt constituted a crime because, without this admission, new 

stances toward black people could not be adopted* 

Baldwin says little in concrete, specific terms about 

how he wants whites to act toward blacks. He says that white 

people must recognise black people a# human beings, but he 

does not give an example of a meaningful relationship between 

members of different races. He says that white men must act. 

responsibly to prevent the dehumanization of black men, but 

he gives no indication of what this responsibility entails. 

It is difficult for the reader to discern Just exactly what 

Baldwin expects of white people. 

Baldwin goes far beneath the surface of racial tensions 

in his understanding that the white man's harmful racial atti-

tudes are part of a larger problem, a spiritual sickness. 
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Baldwin is vague, however, about whether or riot the black 

parson shares this problem. In some instances, he refers to 

the lack of identity as a problem which extends beyond racial 

barriers# For instance, when he first went to Europe, he j 
s 

wrote that neither black nor white Americans knew who they \ 

were. At other times, however, Baldwin states that Negroes ; 
1 

have achieved their Identity and suggests that they are \ 

spiritually superior to whites. He implies that people j 
/ 

who suffer because of their blackness will naturally achieve j 

their identity and that a peraon can suffer only if he is 

b l a c k I t seems unrealistic to suggest that a black person 

is spiritually superior because he has endured racial perse-

cution. 

Baldwin is most perceptive in writing about the effects 

on the black person of the white person1s racial posture. 

He ra&kes the white reader aware of the frustration of being # 

confined to a certain are© of town, of not having enough to ,i. 

eat, of not being able to provide for a family; and he com-

municates forcefully the rage, which a black man feels upon 

,realising that he is powerless. Moat importantly, perhaps, 

Baldwin reveals the despair of the black person who is con-

vinced of his own inferiority. Baldwin is anxious that the 

white person should know what it is like to be black, 

^Baldwin, "Down at the Gross," p. 113» 

t4 
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In considering the literary value of Baldwin's work, a 

student. must assess the rhetorical effectiveness, the social 

importance, and the moral value of Baldwin*s presentation of 

racial attitudes.. It is difficult to measure the effective-

ness of the rhetorical skills employed by Baldwin in his. 

effort to persuade the white person to, change the attitudes 

which Baldwin considers to be harmful. In his early, intro-

spective essays; in his graphic creative writing; and in his 

later tract, apocalyptic in tone, Baldwin has appealed to 

the reader in more than one way. At times* he uses the 

rational appeal, as when, reasoning inductively, he cites 

the numerous ways in which black people are limited by white 

society, and concludes that black people in America are not 

yet free.252 In other instances, Baldwin weakens his presenta-

tion by generalizing on selected evidence-. His primary appeal, 

however, is not to reason, but to the emotions, As. he tries 

.-to: convey* whst'~it '"is"Xik#' to- be black, as he accuses white • 

people of injustice, as he exhorts his white readers to change 

their,attitudes, Baldwin touches the feelings of his readers.. 

Part of the impact of Baldwin's work stems from his own in-

tense emotional experience. He conveys his feeling effec-

tively in such essays as "Notes of a Native Son" and "Stranger 

in the Tillage," where his rage is carefully restrained. In 

some instances, however, he vents his passion with unhappy 

^Baldwin, "My Dungeon Shook," p. 21. 
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results. For instance, til Another Country* the sexual en-

counters between Ida and Vivaldo are so wild that their only 

effect is to shock the reader.*^ Baldwin makes his most 

effective emotional appeals when he creates scenes that 

enable white readers to see the effects of racism on black 

people. In "Down at the Cross,n for instance, Baldwin evokes 

a 9ense of outrage in the reader,as he describes an early, 

humiliating experience with white policemen. 

I was thirteen and was crossing Fifth Avenue on my 
way to the Forty-second Street library, and the 
cop in the middle of the street muttered as I passed 
him, "Why donft you niggers stay uptown where you 
belong?w When I was ten, and didn't look, certainly, 
any older, two policemen amused themselves with me 
by frisking me, making comic {and terrifying) spec-
ulations concerning ray ancestry and probable sexual 
prowess, and for good measure, leavingjp flat on 
my back in one of Harlem's empty lots**"* 

•s The work of James Baldwin has value as social criticism, 

This man h m made a segment of white Americans aware of what 

he considers their racial attitudes to be. He has not merely 

protested against racial injustice, but has tried to determine 

why people feel and act as they do toward members of another 

race. Baldwin has alio demonstrated that racial problems are 

an integral part of the general social fabric. He has shown, 

for instance, the ways in which racial attitudes are reflected 

through politics, economics, and culture. Most importantly, 

^Baldwin, Another Country, p. 177. 

^•Baldwin, "Down at the Cross," p. 33. 
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Baldwin has made the observation that racial tensions, like 

many other social problems, are caused by a pervasive sick~ 

ness within the society. 

In assessing the moral value of Baldwin1s work, one must 

deal with his purpose in writing as well as with his success 

in fulfilling this purpose. Many critics do not consider 

Baldwin*s purpose to be essentially moral# They believe that 

this man, motivated by bitterness, wants to castigate the 

white world for its crimes. This assessment, however, con-

tradicts Baldwin's own statement of purpose in writing. He 

states that he fuels a sense of responsibility to the society' 

in which he lives«^5 Jamas Baldwin considers it his task to 
/ 

portray reality as faithfully as>possible in order that meiji 

might have a clearer vision of themselves. He wants whitej 
\ 

people to free themselves from those attitudes which are | 
\ 
I 

damaging to themselves as well as to black people, and he | 

believes that this liberation can occur only if people see 

themselves as they are,2** 

la his effort to tell the truth about life, James Baldwin 

has judged white America, He has told white people that they 

are guilty of denying freedom to black people and has endeav-

ored to help the whites understand their own attitudes. He 

has tried to enable people to "take off their masks," to free 

^Baldwin, "The Black Boy Looks at the White Boy," p# 199* 

^Baldwin, "My Dungeon Shook," p. 24. 
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themselves from illusion, and to ask serious questions 

about their lives* He has challenged the individual to take 

on responsibility for " ending the racial nightmare"^ and 

shaping a better world* He emphasizes that the future of 

the entire country--its growth or its destruction—depends 

upon the person's willingness to assume this responsibility. 

Although Baldwin has offended and alienated many of his 

readers* he has also offered them the possibility of libera-

tion from present attitudes and habits by confronting them 

with his perception ef the truth about life. It remains for 

the individual reader to decide for himself whether to accept 

or reject Baldwin's assessment of the white person1® racial 

attitude®. The hope of this writer is that the white readers 

of Baldwin*a essays and novels will bring to their perusal a 

sense of openness and receptivity. For, like it or not, 

Baldwin stand® today as one of the most eloquent voices 

raised by the black community. 

^Baldwin, "Down at the Cross," p. 120. 
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